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Introduction. 

THE interest of this subject arises of course from the use of. 
flint by men of almost every race and age for domestic purposes 
and for implements of war and the chase. 

What. I propose to do in this communication is to give a 
short sketch of the mode of formation and destruction .of flint 
so as to suggest some limits within which we may speculate as 
to whether certain examples are the work of man or of nature. 
I do not now discuss the geological age of the deposits in which 
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they have been found except so far as is necessary to under-
stand the nomenclatures referred to. 

- So long ago .as 1868 1 brought the subject before the Soc. 
Antiq. London by exhibiting a large collection of natural and 
artificially dressed flints and reading a paper in which I ex-
plained the bearing of the collection in these words: "Jt has. 
often been urged as an objection to our receiving worked flints 
as evidence of the existence of man, that even those who are 
familiar with the forms which are to be referred to nature, and 
with those also which, from their association, are undoubtedly 
the work of art, are frequently unable to determine whether a 
given specimen should be referred to the one or the other; 
The objectors very reasonably ask if only your most skilful 
archaeologists can form an opinion on the subject, and- even 
they are often. obliged to leave it in doubt, may not special 
combinations of the fortuitous circumstances which produced 
the doubtful forms, give even those more highly finished 
weapons about which all archaeologists are agreed ? Their 
difficulty is increased by the occurrence of forms which might 
he referred entirely to nature, under circumstances where we 
must in all probability account for their presence by supposing 
they were brought there by man; as, for instance, in the bone 
caves, where a large number of rlics are found, similar in 
every respect to those produced by natural causes, but which, 
from other evidence, we believe were, if not fabricated, at any 
rate introduced into their present position by man. It becomes, 
therefore, a point of considerable interest to inquire what are 
the forms into which flint naturally breaks up, and what the 
kind of evidence from which we would infer that individual 
specimens should be referred to human agency. - 

Seeing, then, that nature might produce many forms 
similar to some of those that we feel sure, from other evidence, 
were fashioned by man, it is interesting to inquire .how far 
those more highly finished forms which, from the evidence of 
design exhibited by theta we now, without hesitation, refer to, 
human agency, wer suggested by simpler forms to be referred 
to fortuitous fracture. We might expect, a priori, that any 
primaeval race who would require stone implements would first 
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use such forms as they found suited to their purpose. Then 
selecting those which most nearly approached these, they 
would by a few rude blows, remove irregular projections, and 
adapt them to their purpose. But it is highly improbable that 
they would first attack a large block of stone, and chip it into 
some ideal form not suggested by previous experience. 

"The collection which I have made is intended chiefly to 
illustrate this point." 

This paper was published in abstract in the Proc. Soc.. 
Antiq. London, Vol.. iv. p.  95, and in full in the Geological and 
1Tatural History Repertory, No. 34, May 1, 1868, p.  126, with 
illustrations of the mode of formation of the bulb of percussion 

- as part of a double cone', etc. In the same year I exhibited 
the collection at a Soirée of the Geological Society and then 
gave it to the Museum of the Geological Survey in Jermyn 
Street, where it has remained concealed ever since. But I 
think it throws great light on the question which has again 
assumed importance, namely the discrimination between 
naturally and artificially chipped flints. 

I do not publish any illustrative figures with this paper, for 
one reason because it would require too many to enable the 
reader to follow step by step the line of reasoning which I 
offer, and also because I exhibit in the Sedgwick Museum the 
series of specimens upon which I base my,  arguments, and thirdly 
and principally because drawings or even photographs of such 
things as eoliths can rarely be relied upon - to convey a true 
impression of the object represented, and altogether fail to give 
any idea of the small differences in the condition of the surface, 
colour, etc., upon which the 'experienced collector of flints chiefly 
relies. 

Anyone who has tried to make flint implements or has had 
much to do with flints must have had it forced upon him that 
some pieces do not lend themselves to the object he aims• at 
producing, and that nature furnishes forms in outline like those 
'known as implements, and also in certain circumstances chips 
them accidentally in the same way as man does designedly. 

1 For "cone in cone" read "cone on cone," i.e a cone truncated by another 
broader cone. The expression cone in cone refers to a different structure. 
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Those therefore who would carefully criticise the evidence 
upon which they are asked to admit the existenë of man, or of 
what some call man's precursors, in deposits of a more remote 
antiquity than has hitherto been assigned to his remains, 
should make themselves familiar with the natural forms and 
varieties of flint, whether due to the original mode of formation 
or produced by fracture or weathering or by both. And as the 
weathering of flints is largely dependent upon their texture 
and structure, and these are due to their mode of formation, it 
will be well to consider this first. 

Papers on the making and unmaking of flints by Prof. T. 
Rupert Jones ,  and Prof. Judd 2  may be consulted with advantage. 

Formation of Flint. 

There was once a great controversy as to whether flints were 
sponges and other organisms replaced by silica as the chalk 
was being deposited or were due to the replacement at some 
later time of portions of the chalk which accidentally contained 
sponges and other fossils. Bowerbank and Toulmin Smith in 
the desire to support their respective views have left: us a 
valuable collection of observations and illustrations. 

If water under pressure will hold more carbonic acid' and 
more rapidly carry off carbonate of lime in the form of a 
bicarbonate, and water at a high temperature will carry silica 
in solution, we have a simple explanation of how portions of the 
chalk can be replaced by flint; for pressure and temperature 

• are greater at the depths to which we know the chalk has 
been depressed. This is certainly a vera causa but not the 
only. one. Why certain parts of the calcareous rock are re-
placed and hot others depends upon local conditions, such as 
the presence of organic matter, and chemical reactions which 

"On Quartz and some other forms of Silica." Proc. Geol. Asoc. Vol. iv. 
P. 349. 

"The unmaking of flints." lb. Vol. x. p.  219. 
See Report Scientific Exploration of the deep sea in H.M. Surveying 

Vessel Porcupine 1869 by Carpenter, George Jeffreys and Wyville Thomson. 
Proc. B. Soc. No. 121, 1870, p.  397. 
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are not always apparent. A useful note on the mode of forma-
tion of flint will be found in the paper on the 'genesis of flint 
by the Rev. A. Irving'. 

We learn from a more extensive examination of 'the rock 
that the flint was not formed duri -ng the deposition of the chalk 
but long afterwards, when the chalk had been consolidated and 
uplifted and joints and faults had been produced in it for 
some flint, known as tabular flint, occurs by replacement. of the 
chalk on either side of 'a .joint or fault, and these tabular masses 
retain the 'mark of the original crack. 

'Another proof that the chalk was jointed before the forma-
tion of the flint is furnished by the specimens (See Pew II., 
Shelf 1) in which the flint seems to have been fractured and 
re-cemented. When however we examine, some of these more 
closely we see that the pieces do not fit one another, and we 
must suppose, that there are some pieces missing, for it would 
be impossible to build up an ordinary tuberous flint with what 
appear to have been the original pieces. But no such missing 
pieces are found and the rock never shows evidence of any such 
a process. What we do see however, when we find a flint of 
this kind in place, is that the divisions between the apparently 
separate pieces, of flint coincide with joints or faults in the 
chalk, and the silica which has replaced a portion of the chalk 
was arrested in its progress by these divisional planes and had 
spread between two joints before it could cross the joint into 
the adjoining block. An illustration may sometimes be seen 
in the flags under Trinity Library. In certain states of the 
weather the damp discolours portions of a flag, but does not 
for some time get across the joint between the flags so that the 
edge of the stain is longer on, one flag than on the next. 

The ordinary tuberous 'flint ocOurs'aloñg the beds, sOmetimes 
uniting to form an irregular' but almost continuous layer six to 
ten inches thick'. When a mass of tabular flint happens to 
traverse tuberous flints the two often coalesce in such a 
manner as to indicate dontemporaneous formation, and some- 

1 .Brit. Assoc. Birmingham, 1913. Rept, Section C. Geol. Map, Oct, 1913. 
2 Mern. Geol. Survey, Vol. iv. p. 95. 	 ' . 
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times the growth of a tuberous flint seem to• have started 
again after a period of cessation of growth'. 

There is a.great deal more flint in any one of the beds in 
which tuberous flints occur than could be accounted for by the 
silica present in the organisms found directly connected with 
it; but, if we suppose that it is derived from other sources such 
as the sponge spicules scattered through a great thickness of 
chalk, dissolved out of one part and precipitated in another, 
there, is no great difficulty about it. 

This being 'so, we cannot feel sure that the source of the 
silica was all within the chalk, or that, part of the chalk in which 
it is now found, for it is on that supposition difficult to explain 
why the flint is confined to the upper beds and not commOn, 

	

to the, lower parts which were most deeply depressed. More- 	* 
over we find in the lowest Tertiary beds shells wholly replaced 
by silica, which shows that silica travelled freely in solution 
in the beds Overlying the chalk after its upheaval, jointing 
and denudation. In other and often much older formations 
also we find a more or less pure flint to which the name of 
chert is conventionally given. 

There is considerable difference in the' forms assumed by 
*  the tuberous flints depending upon varieties of structure in the 

chalk which it has replaced. About Balsham we find a large 
proportion of small flints fluted and pointed and sometimes 
twisted. In Kent the layer of massive irregular -lumpy flint 
mentioned above occurs at one definite horizon for mi1es 2.. 

On the coast of NOrfolk a very -curious formation may be 
seen on the shore near Sheringham'. Infiltration seems to 
have occurred along a series of vertical holes in such a manner 
that cylindrical masses of flint are formed one above the other 
for a considerable depth. These are sometimes as much as 
four feet in diameter, the walls being from a few inches to a 
foot in thickness. The idea that they are due to sponges (akin 
to the existing "Neptune's Cup ") is shown" to be untenable 

1 Cf. (Jayeux, "L'étude micrographique des terrains sédimentaire," p. 362. 
2 Men,. Geol. Survey, Vol. iv. p.  95. 
2 Woodward, H. B., Mern. Geol. Survey, "Geology of Country round Nor-

wich," 1881. Men,. Geol. Survey, "Cretaceous Rocks of Britain," Vol. iii. p. 260. 
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by their having a hole right through, by some of them con-
sisting of two cylinders one within the other but separated by 
several inches of chalk, and by none of them showing sponge 
structure, though of course they contain scattered spicules as 
does the surrounding chalk. The larger "paramoudras" are 
almost always broken into pieces, which however lie in their 
original relative position. An amusing explanation of their 
name was given to me by Sir Charles Lyell. Dr Buckland 
observing some of them in a quarry asked the men what, they 
were, called, when one of the workmen, willing to oblige a 
gentleman, invented a sonorous word on the spur, of the moment 
-(' We call them pararnoudras, Sir." This went into Dr Buck-
land's notebook, and has been accepted as the name of these 
objects ever since. - 

There are also large cup-shaped sponges, of which one is 
exhibited in Pew II. W, Wall case. 

The flint near Cambridge and Brandon is brittle when first 
extracted, but when it has got rid of the "quarry water" it is 
black, homogeneous, and tenacious. Further north, as in most 
of the flint bearing beds of the Norfolk coast, it is mottled grey. 
and white of unequal texture and tenacity. Some flints more 
readily break into flat, others into curved pieces. Some seem 
to be irregularly jointed. 

This explains the preference for the flint of certain locali-
ties among the primeval flint-using folk. They well knew and 
regularly visited the places where the flints which best suited 
their purpose could be obtained. 

The outlines of the masses of flint in the chalk are in most 
cases sharply defined, but sometimes, especially in the chalk of 
the northern parts of East Anglia and in Yorkshire, we find 
that the silica has only partially replaced the chalk and occurs 
either in alternations of thin bands or pervades the whole lump 
interstitially, so that there are parts, especially on the margin' 
of the flint, in which there is much carbonate of lime in the 
flint which is then of a lighter colour and in the destructive 
processes of weathering this part most readily becomes changed 
by the solution of the carbonate of lime in it. 
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Fracture of FUnt. 

Of • no less importance than the building up or formation Of 
flints  is their mode of fraeture and weathering which is, as 
stated-,above ) largely dependent upon their textti re and structure 
and this in turn upon their mode of formation. : 

In the Chalk the flints once formed are comparatively safe 
except where volcanic action or reCent movements have altered; 
crüshedand shattered them, but when they are scattered Over, 
the sUrface, or occur in superficial deposits, they are exposed to 
all s6rt§ tof influences which modify them in form, condition of 
surface, colour, brittlenes, and other characters. 

For our present enquiry the fracture of flini is of greatest 
interest. Pew II. W, Shelf 2. If we strike an Ordinary homo-
geneous flint with a hard pebble or round-headed hammer, the, 
two bodies,  owing to their: elasticity, are compiessed and come 
in contact ovet a small, discoidal surface: The flint, pressed 
in and hattered, breaks in flakes so thin that the edges may 
be regarded aS' leaving a curved surface, which, when the. 
shattered part has. been removed by the weather, appears as a 
shallow basin, while a conical nipplewith: an apex of 1100  often 
remains under the discoidal area when the action of the weather 
has not entirely removed this portion also. 

As the result of these processes we commonly find on the 
face of dressed flints, in church walls for instance, a numberof. 
small cirèular bruises with concentric rings or pits and a small: 
nipple, central and symmetrical, or 1ateral and obliqu, accord-
ing, to the direction of the blow. Or it maybe the whole of the, 
bruised flint has been flaked and weathered out, leaving a 
shallow basin-like depression. This is the explanation of the 
"pitted flints" which we find scattered about the surface of the 
ground. These flints have received repeated small blows and 
have been subsequently exposed to the actfon of the weather. 

If, however, the blow be sufficiently strong to break up the 
flint, and we might regard the action of the hammer as punching 
out a portion of the flint, then the nipple described above 
"behaves with" the hammer and drives out a conical mass 
which if prolonged would have an apex of 300, so that the- 

0. 

 

A. S. Comm, VOL. XVIII. 	 3 
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result is a long narrow cone truncated by a short broad cone 
with a more or less sharply defined shoulder between the two. 
This shoulder, is often repeated in - clear steps or obscure 
undulations all along the length of the narrowcone, producing 
what is known as conchoidal fracture, and, where circumstances 
offer a shorter or easier way, the break flies along it, producing 
an endless variety of recurved and plate-edge forms. Explana-
tory figures of these were given in the paper quoted above'. 

• if the blow be delivered on the margin of a flint a slice only 
of the cone on cone or double cone is struck off; producing a 
flake, a part of the truncating cone being seen in the "bulb of 
percussion," some of the small discoidal surface of contact 
between the two elastic bodies being generally apparent. The 
direction in which the blow has. been delivered is shown by 
the outward curve of the conchoidal fracture. 

Another mode of fracture of flint is by the expansion and 
contraction due to changes of temperature and moisture. A 
common result of this is seen in the crackly surface and hackly 
fracture of flints which have been baked in lime kilns or in 
burning weeds. 

Where however this process has been less violent, as in the 
case of flints exposed only to sunshine and frost and rain; we 
often find a tendency. to tear along curved planes so as eventu-
ally to loosen lenticular pieces. These however do not show, a 
bulb of percussion and rarely any marked conchoidal fracture, 
but assume shapes which, when subjected to accidental blows 
along their edge in the surface soil or onthe shore, approach and 
have probably often suggested forms made and used by man. 

The Weathering of Flint. 

The colour aiid patina produced on the surface of flint by 
weathering is commonly appealed to as a proof of the genuine-
ness of implements, and is therefore a point of some importanc.e 
in considering the evidence for the occurrence of human remains 
in any deposit. 

• 1 Geological Repertory, No. 34, May 1, 1868, pp.  128-131. 
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Ordinary flint consists of two kinds of silica, one less soluble 
and the other more soluble. When the more soluble, sometimes 
from analogy spoken of as the colloidal part, is removed- 
remainder, having interstitial spaces left, reflects the light 
which the homogeneous mass absorbed, and the flint is white 
as snow and powdery and light as chalk (Pew II. W, Shelf 1). 
This is well seen in some of the pebbles in the Tertiary beds of 
Barton and elsewhere, and may be produced artificially by 
boiling flint in a strong solution of caustic soda'. 

There are- also flints the surface of which is whitened by the 
reflecting faces due to innumerable small cracks, but neither 
does that furnish us with a sufficient explanation of the surface 
condition of the flints which whiten most of our gravelly soils 
in East Anglia. 

There may be a solution of a portion of the exterior, and 
there may be innumerable small tension cracks, but, though 
these may prepare the way for other changes, they will not by 
themselves explain the polished white or yellow film that coats 
our. surface and gravel flints. We must refer the matter back 
to the chemists and ask them whether there is not some process 
of hydration which changes the' outside of the amorphous 
glassy flint. - 

In this connection we may refer also to the wonderful polish 
induced in some cases on flints in gravel or clay, which makes 
them shine as if dipped in a thin varnish of transparent 
chalcedony.'-  - 

The colour and patina produced by the weathering of the 
surface of flint is undoubtedly of importance in considering the 
evidence for the occurrence of human remains in any deposit. 
In the case-of large implements it has much force, but in the 
case of arrow heads and other small instruments even, the white 
colour and patina may be obtained by making the instrument 
out of a thin flake from the exterior ,  of a deeply weathered 
stone and giving the patina by polishing. 

3 Hill,: Wm., Proc. Geol. 4 ssoc. Vol. xxii. 1911, p. 61. 

3--2 
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. 	. Fliiit. Implements. 	.. 	 , . 

Having made ourselves familiar with the forms and textures 
Of fljnts arising out of their mode of formation and studied 
their natural susceptibilities in iespect of fracture and weather-
ing let us now examine some of those shaped by- ' man for 
various purposes and endeavour to arrive at some method of 
discrimination between them and those due to natural agencies 

This is a question to which no one can give a certain 
answer in every case There are some in which the e- xperieDad 
eye at once iecognises design, and there are some which the 
traiped observer recognises as identical w ith what are commonly 
produced by nature but there remain w number which 3-  as Sir 
John Evans used tO say, must be carried to a suspense account. 
—which may be unfinished instruments rejected as misfits or 
the results of combinations of natural accidental operations 
such as I have been describing Let us now take a few groups 
of naturally shaped -  flints. - 

Fgui e Forms 
Fiist there are those which are called Figure Forms 

MBoucher d Peithes' was the first to call serious attention to 
-these. -  Hëwas the man who in 1857 announced th discovery 
of palaeolithic implements in the valley of the Somme.; and it 
is often said in reply to those who criticise adversely the 
dence. upon which a rnre remote antiquity is now claimed  for 
ran than had beenpreviously supposed, that the siime thing.'  
was-  done in the case of Boucher de Peithes discoveries But 
the rejoinder is obvious Had Boucher de Perthes not 
suppoited a correct theory by bad evidence the acceptance of 
his. view would not have been so long retarded. We cannot in 
science give' a bill of indemnity for false reasoning though it

t.

was in support of a suggestion which afterward turned out to 
be tue. . . 

Boucher de Perthes thought that there were flints ihich 
from the accident of their rn9de. of formation and weathering 
bore a resemblance to figures of the whole or part of animals 

Antiquités Celtiques et Antédilaviennes, 1847,. 1861. 
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and that some of these though not'wholly fashioned by man 
were selected by him and often chipped here and there to 
improve the likeness. - . : • : . :' 

The small perforated bead like sponge Coccinopo a globu-
láris, though natural forrn,was supposedby some to-  havè been 
collected and used in a necklace or armlet from the occurrence 
of large numbeis in a small area But other fossils such a*s 

The 'Devil's 'Toe-nail," are more .abundant in"certain grave' 
pit's, owing' th that part of the gravel being derived directly 
dr.  'indirectly from the 'original 'deposit in'• which - tlose 'fosth 
'were" most- abimdant. With the greater chances of flnding.a 
rese.inblance'offed by the lower animals we may expect to find 
some even closer likenesses.'  ' 

The c'ollec'tion which I exhibited on the occasi:on 'of readiiig 
this 'paper is I think a reductioac1 absurdum of' such'..i'aticies'. 
Thd only 'thing' I could do beyond calling 'your 'attention to it i 
to point ,out some particular cases in whicji the mode' of' growth 
'of the stone is obvious. These specimens will 'b found xhibited 
in the Sedgwick Museum, Pew II. W, Shelf '1 B, and can, be 
studied at leisure. - 

'There are several flints resembl{ng legs, one a full-sized 
rather gouty foot. There is a skull slightly' distorted and the 
head and face of a man with a prominent aquiline nose, a' small 
.figure -  of a wonian or doll. These are. all accidental develop-
ments of tuberous flints.' 'Among those reemb lin g  ' the lower 
animals there is 'the head of a small dog on a stand, the head 
being a tuberous flint with which the stand )  a piece' of tabulät 
flint, has coalesced' (see above p. SO). : An egle perched' on a 
rock is produded in 'the same way. Sheep are represented in 
one case, even 'the texture of the wool being given' by the pitted 
surface of the flint' (see p.  33)9" 

I found iii 'the Museum a specimen on which some unknown 
humorist of long ago had written "supposed to be the hardened 
heart' of Pharaoh."  

An interesting result of' difference of texture 'in the original 
. ,chalk 'is seen in certain banded flints. 'Bnd of colour are 
,produced by infiltration of water .  either carrying metallic 
oxide in solution or altering matter already existingin. the'.rock. 
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The manner in which some of these effects have been produced 
• in the Northamptonshire ironstone has been discussed by 

Professor Judd. The "Monghton Whetston es'" under Ingle-
borough offer good examples of the rounding off of the corners 
so that the central nucleus is spherical or egg-shaped. Flint 
lends itself very readily to this action, and being sometimes of 
diverse texture owingto imbedded organisms or differences in 
the chalk which has been replaced, we find infiltration irregu-
larly arrested or controlled. Where an organism has affected 
the porosity of the flint, though the organic structure has 
ceased to be apparent, we sometimes find a portion of the flint 
banded, with a sharply defined outline to the banded part. 
Sometimes the banded area is an elongated cylindrical figure 
with regular curved bands due to infiltration crossing it like the 
septa in an orthoceras. In these cases we have a figure the 
outline of which has been determined by an organism, while 
the conspicuous markings have nothing to do with it but are 
due to infiltration and chemical action subsequent to the dis-
appearance of the organism. 

The bands resulting from these processes have often very 
different powers of resistance to weathering owing to the 
mineral changes which have been set up, and we often find on 
a flint whose outline has been determined by an organism and 
who-se banding has been produced by infiltration, a corrugated 
surface subsequently produced by weathering and. we get an 
accidental resemblance to the pupa of an insect or even to a 
trilobite (Pew IL, A 6). 

But most of the flints which have an accidental resemblance 
to forms of living creatures or other natural objects are due to 
the irregular development of the ordinary tuberous flint moth-
fled occasionally when it has replaced a part of the chalk 
affected by joints or irregularities of texture, or is a combina-
tion of tabular and -tuberous flint.. 

Yet these, under the title of" Figure Forms," are being again 
seriously regarded by some as evidence of man's choice, and, when 
a little chipped as if to improve the likeness, of man's handiwork. 

1 W. M. Newton, Journ. Brit. Archaeol. Assoc. March 1913; Geol. Maçj. 
Vol., x. Sept. 1913, p.  424. 	• 	 • 	 . 
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The criticism of such inferences is based upon the lines of 
inquiry into the natural modes of formation, modification and 
destuction 'of flints which I have endeavoured to lay before 
you. They are but accidental, likenesses such as you find in 
potatoes, artichokes, the finger-and-toe in roots, in the damp 
stains on a wall or the forms of clouds. I exhibit (Pew IL, A 6) 
a placid camel's head, a weasel with its upcurved back, a lumpy 
whale:. 

HAM. Do you see yonder cloud, that's almost in shape of a camel? 
POL. By the mass, and 'tis like a camel, indeed. 
HAM. Methinks it is like a weasel.. 
PoL. It is backed like a weasel. 
HAM. Or, like a whale? 

	

POL. Very like a whale. 	
Hamlet,' Act in. Sc. ii. 

There Hamlet and Polonius left their fanciful similitudes 
in the ever-changing clouds, but nowadays the equally fanciful 
recognition of shapes of man and beast. among the innumerable 
forms accidentally assumed by flint is again finding favour. 

That out of the millions of flints that I have seen I should 
have been able to pick up one here and one there which has an 
accidental resemblance to a man or beast or plant is not so 
strange. . . 

Chipped and Flaked Flints. 

Such suggestions are interesting and amusing, but they do 
not lead directly to further inferences of. great importance. 

Not so the supposed recognition of human work on. flints' 
found in the deposits of our 'high' plateaux or taken out of 
Glacial. Deposits or the base of the Red Crag. 

On that recognition and at, present on that, alone we depend 
for the inference that man or an implement-making precursor 
of man lived in'the remote ages to which those deposits are 
assigned—for the character and the provenance of the human 
bones said to have been found in some of them are still matters, 
of controversy. I am prepared to admit that the Suffolk, Bone 
Bed, or Norfolk Stone Bed, i.e. the' Basement Bed of the Red. 
Crag, is of 'much later date than would be ,  implied by bracketing 
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it with the lower P1ioeie beds rather than with 'the ,  ovei171ng 
deposit of The encrbaching Glacial: Sa;• But that is iinim 
iiortant..fOr our present'enquiry.  

:it is improbable a priori that man. existed when the Red 
•Cra' Sa was creeping OVer; the sinkiig, area which the 
",Suffolk Bone 'Bed is seen to. Fet or that he can -have :'dropped 

plements hi Norfolk and Suffolk in Glacial times, whether 
we believe that sea-borne ice or a Scandinavian ice-sheet w'as 
the agent of deppsltIOD.. ...... .... - ...............:' - 

However that may be with the exception of some unsettled 
cases of doubtful bones said to lave been found in deposits of 
uncertain age, the whole theory of man's. existmicé in: :the 
several ages to which the deposits are assigned depends upon 
the recognition of design and man's handiwork'.upon certain 
flints found in those beds.  

If nature produces forms identical with those, cadit quaestio 
We have only to prove the particular. negative to overthrow 
the universal affirmative that all such flints must have been 
fashioned by man. V  

V 	 • V ,,. 	 - 	Forgeries. 	- 	 V 

- 	An one who has taken pains to make flint imp le' ment 
himself knows well that the flints of certain areas lend them-
selves more readily than others to the process of manufacture, 
and also, if he wants any peculiar forms he soon learns that they 
are:more apt to occur as the result of the weathering of flint of 
exceptional structure and -texture and, may he, of limited dis-
tribution. This is the kind of experience, which makes one 
receive with great suspicion the argument that because a con-
siderable number of flints fractured into certain similar forms 
occur in one deposit. or locality they must be referred to a 
separate race and age.  

For instance,, the Norfolk flint is very, apt to break, into 
curved fragments. Among these adze-shaped, beaked, and 
..rostro-carinate. forms are common. What 'wonder, then,, that 
we...should. find a few of these in the basement bed .of the Red 
Crag, a deposit which represents, the sweepings of the old, land 
urface. : .w:here. this :  .very kind-. of flint was.. being broken up.,. 
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. -To enable us to form an opinion as to whether any parti-
cülar examples'ican be takenas swingevidence Of man's work 
it is obviously desirable not only to make ourselves familiar 
wiTh the mode • of formation, fracture, and we of flin1, 
but1so to examine carefully all available examples of the 
behaviour of flints during the process of' trying Ao fashion one 
into an:implement. For this puOse skilfully made forgeries 
are especially 'useful. . 

There is. a very large number: of forgeries in piiblic and 
.private museums, and I have :though it orth while to make 
a collection of such in order if possibl to be able to distinguish 
them from the genuine implement. . . 

The result of my study has been to enable me now tci set 
aside some implements as certainly gnuine and some -as 
undoubtedly forgeries, while. some T.do not show sufficient 
distinctive characters to enable.me to refer them with confi-
dence to one or the other. Many of those exhibited I,know to  
be forgeries because I made them myself (Pew II., Oabinet.d) so 
that, taking that for granted, I may pOint out some characters 
in which they differ from ancient implements on which :the 
condition of. the surface . has been modified by ages of exposure 
to the action of the weather and other circumstances. .. . . 

Referring to my remarks (p.  33) on the fracture of flint, it 
may be rènembered.that under the influence of blows; .a .ffint 
breaks and. tears into thin flakes which' subsequently. .: are 
removed by weathering.. A newly made implement pmmôniy 
his, still attached to the flint, some of these small. flakes which 
.are often more conspicuous in consequence of the film of air 
.beneath them, whereas. in. the ancient implement these have 
been weathered away. Also I explained how a kind of patina 
was produced on the surface of the flint partly by the retnoval 
.:f sOme of th more, soluble portion, so that . the. minute . in 
terstitial spaces thus produced give rise to innumerable Ismall 
surfaces:, and: these reflect the light which is absorbed by the 
unweathered homogeneous and translucent flint. . . 

The h.ackly fracture near the edge which is due to repeated 
blows. On :or near the :  same spot is if not removed at any rate 
rnuch modified by. time and weather. -. .. .. 
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These points are observable also on the highly finished 
small implements which I exhibit. Some of them are by the 
celebrated Flint Jack .• of long ago, who was so successful in 
taking in collectors. TlnfQrtunately when that imposture was 
detected many people did away with all the doubtful specimens 
they possessed and, thus destroyed what we should now regard 
as useful evidence. 'Other -  specimens now exhibited (Pew IL, 
Cabinet a, b, c) are by a modern far more skilful hand.1.  

Among these you will notice some which appear to have 
the light colour and patina of the genuine implement. This, 
as I have already explained, p. 35 4  is arrived at by selecting 
a flint, the exterior of which has been whitened by the 'weather 
to a considerable depth, or 'which, as happens sometimes, has 
been weathered all through., Such a piece when dressed into 
the form of an arrow heador larger object has already the 
colour and easily takes the shine of an implement which has 
been exposed to the weather for ages. 

Some of them I once showed to Sir John Evans, who 
remarked "These would deceive even the elect." The way to 
test such specimens is to break them, when it can generally be 
seen whether the alteration is from the exterior of the finished 
implement or all through. But this of course spoils the 
specimen. 

Thus the value of a collection of forgeries consists not' only 
in the opportunities it gives for studying the characteristics 
of freshly fractured surfaces and thus. educating the eye and 
hand to detect forgeries offered 'as genuine, but also in helping 
one to understand the modus operandi and often in explaining 
why certain specimens proved in the making to be unsuitable 
for the purpose intended and were thrown away as misfits. It 
is however only by persistent efforts to manufacture implements 
oneself that' one becomes familiar with the ways of flint and 
abler in most cases to form an opinion as to whether nature, can 
have produced any specimen submitted to us or whether it 
must be the work of man. 

One of the tests appealed to as, proof that a given ;  specimen 
was really obtained 'from the gravel deposit in which it was 
said to have been found was the. occurrence of incrustations on 
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its surface. This incrustation was generally carbonate of lime 
which it does not take long to precipitate and which may be 
formed long after the deposition of the bed. One of the 
forgeries exhibited (Pew II., Cabinet) was dipped in the fine 
calcareous mud washed down from the Norfolk cliff near 
Cromer, this soon dried and set, and by removing the super-
fluous part with a brush we got the "incrustation ' left here 
and there. 

Recent. 
The most satisfactory way of approaching a question of this 

kind is to proceed from the clear and better known examples 
to the more obscure; and, with this in view, I exhibit a collec-
tion of recent implements (Pew II., Table Case a). Modern races 
of low civilization now use or have recently used implements of 
various material such as flint and obsidian, as among the 
North American Indians; glass picked up from wrecks, etc., as 
on the coast of Tierra del Fuego; igneous rocks, generally 
basic, more rarely acidic; quartzite; and other rocks of less 
common occurrence, as fibrolite, varieties of jade, etc., etc. 

The study of stone implements of comparatively recent 
date and the mode of manufacture as recorded by travellers 
cannot fail to throw much light upon the subject before 
us. It is a common observation that some races are still 
in their Stone Age, and when we run our eye over a collec-
tion of implements from Australasia (See Pew II., Table Case) 
we cannot help being struck by the similarity between the 
forms recently in use there and the polished stone implements 
of Europe. Or, if we turn to the arrow heads from far Japan, 
North America,-or the Yorkshire Wolds, we have the questions 
forced upon us, are these distributed in this manner by the 
migration of peoples, or are they only the result of independent 
development arising out of similar requirements ?—questions 
easier to ask than to answer. They apply to many forms 
besides the arrow heads, and offer a useful caution to those 
who find in such •a term r as "Aurignacian" for instance, an 
explanation of the wide distribution of some of the simplest 
forms of flakes and scrapers. 
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By studying the uses to which such implements are put in 
recent times we le,  arn much that will enable us to draw 
correct inferences as to the prehistoric ens,  

We may consider these various imp'ements as originally 
intended for either domestic use the chase, or war

. . . Probably most of them were first emplo ed for domestie 
'urpses—for digging up roots,' c'ti'tting 'vobd, -breaking nil 

and bones and so on. They were used in the chase; as in th 
case of the polished stone weapon-with which the urus was pole-
axed in Burwell Fen (Pew I., II., Wall Case, centre). Some, as 
the arrow heads were2 originally made for the chase Then 
they weie used in war and modified when necessary 

So the English bill, which was an instrument made for 
chopping wood became one of the most effective  weapons of 
the English"footsoldier 

Finally, when these early stone weapons had been super-
sedéd 'by metal' and an 'ancient stOne 'axe was picked' up here 
and there,' its finish and artificial look struck the fluider as a 
thing 'to' be referred to some mysterious origin ;  and it was 
thought to have 'fallen from the sky and was 'called: by - the 
Greeks ic€pavvta X t'Ooc l, by others thunderbolt or elf shot 

When we come to enquire how these ancient ivéapons were 
hafted, we cannot do 'better than examine a few rcent methods 
and trace them 'back as fai as we" can into prehistoric - tithes 
(Pew II Drawers). Here we shall find the polished weapon 
of the 'South Sea Islander whipped on' to a suitable wooden. 
'handle with split withies,or further back in the Lake Dwellings 
the h'atchet mounted in a small piece of Red Deer"' antler 
'and this set in wood, a method -which took off th'e jar and 
helped  to save' the handle from splitting.' This' an- d the loss' Of 
the valuable axe head was an ever present danger which in 
the Bronze Age was often guarded against by -providing the 
'socketdd celt or' the paistave with a 1oopby which' it could be 
"attached tO the handle.  

iC. W. King, Aróhaeol 'Joun; Vol. 25, 1868, "On'a Ceraunia of Jade 
oonvrtediito.a G,nqstic talisman."  
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Neolithic 

Through reproductions in recent times of forms which*, -  ii met the requirements of earlier but hot a1ivãr 1s-'civilied 
man, and through the ages • when.metal-:Wa:s so little known or 
so scarce that stone still continued in use we feel our way back 
intd: the obscurity of prehistoric times • No one studying this 
subject should be without Sir Charles Hercules Read s clear 
and comprehensive Guide to the Antiquities ,  Ofthe Stone4çje. in 
the British Museum.' . . , .. . . . . 

. Lord.- 	gave iis the usèfül divisiOn of Neolithic and' 
Palaeolithic to which some now add Eolithic for all forms 
i eferred to still eai liei ages 

These three groups are of course broken up and will be, 
still further subdivided as time goes on There is much doubt 
as to when the Neolithic Age began When the chisel shaped 
instrument first supersede'd the rounded 'leaf-shaped: form of 
Palaeolithic man; some inventor saw the advafitages of an evefl,2 
cutting edge and found out how to produce it by grinding the. 
end of the stone and finally the whole surface of the imple-
ment. , .. 

Neolithic implements have gene ial'ly but not always straight 
sides. They are often rough dressed, but it. is not clear whether 
this is not only in the case of unfinished specimens. 

The essential, characters of the Palaeolithic stage are that 
the implernents'have. curved outIins and are never polished. 

The most marked difference between a genuine: :po1ishe. 
implement and  a forgery is that the. ancient maker ground the 
surface to reduce the implement. to' the general shape required. 
and neglected" the 'small'. depressions, 'the margin, :of which 
therefore "cut the ground surface with. .a sharply defined line,,. 
and the grinding did not appear in the depiession....:... : :7 

The 'modern, fabricator almost always not only grinds but....  
polishes the surface of the implement and in the process ;oblite 
rates the' sharp edge of the depressions 11 and gives them a polish 
similar to that of the general surface--oft-he-  implement - This is 
more commonly seen in feistone forgeiies than in those made of 
flint; but when attention has been 'drawn to this....point and it 
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has reached the fabricators, they will easily modify their 
methods so as to escape detection by this character at any 
rate. 

Rough Neolithic implements as well as earlier types often 
seem to be suggested by common natural forms, as mar be seen 
in my collection in Jermyn Street referred to above p. 28. 
This is interesting as showing, or at any rate suggesting, that 
Neolithic man did not derive all his forms by modiflcationof the 
previous Palaeo]ithic' types but again started fresh from nature. 
Nor did he when going back to natural forms take the oval, leaf,  
or tongue-shaped flints which, being fairly common, seem to 
have suggested to Palaeolithic man the outlines of the strong 
and serviceable instruments which we find associated with his 
remains.  

'With Neolithic man we find the fauna and flora:  of the 
Fens, with Palaeolithic- man the fauna -  and flora of the River 
Terraces; but I am now dealing with the forms and characters 
of the flints used byhim, and not with the contemporary fauna 
and flora. 

Transition from Palaeolithic to Neolithic. 

General Pitt-Rivers' pointed out that the flints scattered 
broadcast over the ancient flint workings of Cissb,ury, with 
which the Grimes Graves flints are identical, yielded forms 
intermediate between Palaeolithic and Neolithic; and Canon 
Greenwe l12 arrived at the same conclusion with regard to 
Grimes Graves; while some have gone further and thrown all 
the Cissbury and Grimes Graves flints into' the Palaeolithic. 
Any one who examines the large collection which Ihave brought 
together and arranged in the Sedgwick Museum will I think 
be convinced that whether or not some of them may be 
regarded as similar to, and others only slight modifications of, 
recognised Palaeolithic types, there are also a large number- of 

'1 Lane-Fox (afterwards Pitt-Rivers), Journ. Anth. Inst. Vol. V. p. 357; 
Archaeologia, Vol. XLII. 1869, p. 53. See also Willett, E. H. ib. XLV. 1875 
(1880), p. 337. 

2 Greenwell, St/in. Soc. Lond. Vol. ii. 1870 (1876), p. 419. 
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distinctly Neolithic forms, though none are polished. I have 
already discussed these questions more fully elsewhere'. 

So much doubt has been thrown upon the authenticity of 
the solitary 'greenstone implement brought by the workmen to 
Canon Greenwell that it cannot be admitted as evidence. 

My collection may be taken as fairly typical, seeing that I 
dug with General Pitt-Rivers at Cissbury and have collected on-
and about Grimes Graves since long before the ground was so 
much cleared by collectors. 

I .have also shown elsewhere 2  that there is sometimes found 
on the borders of the Fens a thin flat implement in which the 
sides are straighter than in the typical Palaeolithic specimens 
and the outline approaches a rectangular form (Pew II., Table 
Case). This I have suggested may belong to an intermediate 
stage between Palaeolithic and Neolithic implements. 

If 'further investigation should confirm these views, then 
the great break between the Palaeolithic and Neolithic Ages 
would disappear. 
• I have arranged a row of implements from Grimes Graves 

and another' from Cissbury parallel to the Palaeolithic series 
from St Acheul,. etc., and selected them so as to represent as 
nearly as possible the various typical Palaeolithic forms, from 
which it will I think be clear either that the tradition of 
certain types went on or that in the embryology of a' flint im-
plement certain forms were always apt to be first flaked out. 

Palaeolithic Caves. 

For our present purpose we may conveniently consider. the 
Paiaeolithic stage under two. heads: 

The older Alluvial or River Drift, and. 
The 'Troglodytic or Cave Deposits. 

Here I would acknowledge the assistance I received in the 
arrangement of the specimens from Miles' Burkitt, RA, Trin. 

1 Proc. Camb. Ant. Soc. R. xxxvi. May 15, 1876, No. XVIII.; Vol. in. No. 4, 
1879, p. 26. Cambridge Review, Vol. 7., Nov. 11, 1885, p. 66. 

12 Archaeology and Geography of the Fenland," Journ. 'Brit. Archaeol. 
Assoc. Dec. 1899, p.  10. 
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Coil.; Whqis';hbw carrying. his reserches iño a wider field,. 
and hasiecently brought some of the results of his work before- 
US:  ifl ëlear and admirably illustrated lectures. • . 

. : It !SeernS to I be pretty,. •  wëll• established that the cave • meñ 
are generally' 'later than • the men-.of the.- , Hver terraces, and the'- :-,  
men whose iemains occur on the plateaux' There is no great 
breik between, them,. and- some river drift types are still found 
in the older éaves :  Cave have beOn occupied b/ man, and the 
lower animals through all time; and cave• deposits, except 
where disturbed . b5 . interments, burrowing animals, occasional 
floOds, eth., are-generally preserved as originally laid down.. 

A small Ories from• •th Palaeolithic, caves of the South of 
France ,j" exhibited' in' the Museum, Pew II., Table Case,' west 
sidea, b, ,. d..  

These were collected. hOfore the èave ' deposits had been 
worked .out ; and before 'SO: many people had visited the localities 
with:a iOw 'to selecting gOod specimens of what they considered 
typical of the place and age.  

'"Moreover, they were all collected when travelling with either 
Sir 'Charles Ly011, 'Sir John' Evans,, or Professor Prestwich, 
while : many other experts of our own country as' well, as 
foreigners joined them and gave me the 'benefit Of their advice 
and guidance. So 'I claim for this collection 'somO little 
personal value and interest. 	 .. 

If it' be true 'that the mode of fracture of flints depends 
upon characters which vary much locally, it is clear that 
classifications based upon the length of flakes, the curvature of 
the faces and the colour and condition of the surface must be 
received with Caution. Yet .itmay well be that certain race's in 
various ages for some reason,' perhaps only because t'he flint 
which occurred near them,'le'nt itself tO certain forms, preferred 
one or other of the' different typed' and" took trouble to obtain 
the material from which they could. most easily be produced. 

If 
 

now we turn to the specimens we shall have an 
opportunity Of formIng an opinion as to how 'far these remarks 
are justified 

1 Arch. Journ. : Proc. R. Arch. Inst; Vol. LXIX'. No. 274, 2nd 'Serb Vol. xix. 
No. 2, pp.  205-214.  
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. Let "  us take first what has generally been considered tI' 

oldest cave deposit, namely that of Le Moustier. The overlap 
of the older. Palaeolithic and the Troglodytic is seen in the 
Cave of Le Moustiér, from which I exhibit implements of the 
older type, though I must admit that some of them are nOtbove 
suspicion (Pew I., Table' Case).. 

Le' Moustier is characterised by the Occurrence in it of the 
mammoth and of leaf-shaped implements resembling those,. of 
St Acheul, while certain other.-forms of dressed flint are of such 
frequent occurrence as to be 'regarded as distinctive. The mst 
common of these are rough rhomboidal foñns with one corner 
more carefully trimmed for use, and also one 'known as a •  side-
scraper or racloir, i.e a half-moon-shaped instrument with the 
curved outer margin chipped to an edge; though both of these 
occur also in other caves to which a later age has been assigned, 
as shown in the collection Pew I., Table Case a, b, c, d. The 
flakes are small and thick and many of them are developed into 
rough scrapers of the type now referred to as Aurignacian, but 
a fine core which I obtained myself in the cave of' Le' Moustier 
shows 'that long flakes like those now called Magdalenian have 
been struck off it. . . . 

The disappearance of the mammoth and the .appearance of 
reindeer has been held to coincide with changes in the character 
of the remains of every-day domestic life of the cave dwellers. 
Accordingly Laugerie Haute and Laugerie Basse have been 
pointed out-as belonging to a later date. Laugerie Haute and 
Laugerie Basse, seem to have dropped out of notice, and between. 
Le Moustier and La Madeleine are now intercalated Aurignac 
and Solutré, the former, marked by the prevalence of a thick 
,short instrument showing every gradation from, a conical core 
,to a scraper; while the Cave of La Madeleine, occurring close 
by, was regarded as the newest of the four and was supposed to 
owe its different characters to gradual development of fashion 
:and habits, by lapse of time 'and change in opportunities.- - The 
similarities, however, will be seen, to be much greater than the 
differences and' to be far more important; for the recognition of 
an ever increasing number of stages based on evidence obtained 
from far separated station is, regarded by many as somewhat 

C. A. S. Conmrn, VOL. XVIII., 	 4 * 
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'hst. Or confidence iii the judgment of some of the observers 
is much weakened by the. boldness with which they introduce 
glacial epochs in Palaeolithic or even Neolithic times to explain 
r accentuate changes in the sucession of human events. . . . 
.. . M. Commont' accepting. some of the numerousschemes of 

subdivision of the Glacial Epoch-in our more northern latitudes 
ha the following judicious remarks upon their application to 
France.  

"La,, valle'e. de la Somme n'a pas été sournise directement 
iüx influences glaciaires. 'Mais ii n'est pas douteux que la 
'formation des différntes terrasses (en relation elles-mmes aec 
lesplges sOulevées du littoral -et dpendant dii 'déplacement du 
niveau de la mer) est en corrlation 6troite avec les époques 
glaci'aires n'ayant étd marquees dans notre region que par des 
périodes' plus hu mid es ayant oc'casionné un ruisse1lmént plus 
1ñtens et un surcreusement des vallées." 

What 'he really infers is that there were earth movements 
'ithd -dhanges Of" sea-level during the formation of some of the 
'allideposits of'the north of France, and he suggests that the 
earlier of 'these may have coincided with glacial conditions 'in 
countries much further north.. . . . 

"in'the'SCdgwick Museum thes'e cave specimens are arranged. 
'a in 'the case of the other Palaeolithic implements,'in rows. 
'The 'top row contains specimens from Le Moustier.. The second 
"row -,  specimens' from- the Laugeries, 'almost 'all of which .re from 
Laugerie' Haute, as froth Lugerie Basse I. obtained.'haidly 
anything  except bones worked and unworked. In the third 
.row are the - objects from La Madeleine; -below which are small 
'groups' of specimens from other caves.  

'If "now we run our eye, not from right to left along ,  the 
cii'fents of each separate cave, but.-from the top to. the' bottom 
of each column', we shall see the succession from the older forms 

- of Le "Moüstier, by the intermediate sei'ies of the two Lau' 
a'ñd' Les, Ey'zies, down' to the newer types 'cf. La Madeleine.; 
while' seci'mens from Lourdes - and Sorde are placed a nearly 
s possible in their piopei order Space did not allow of the 

op.' cit. p. 252. 
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display of the bones and bone instruments' alongside of the 
stone, but they can be studied in adjoining 'cases. • . . • . 

Of course during the long ages of occupation many caves 
saw a succession of inhabitants who differed may hem race and 
habits, while climatal changes were going oh and the fauna of 
the country was changing too, and this has been observed in  
some caves. It is difficult to explain or realise at all how.there 
could W be such differences between different caves. 	by did 
not the Mousterian folk for instance, when they carrie, occupy 
and lb- ave their mark in every available cave in the district ? 

- Near by may be seen various collections and specimens 
which illustrate different parts of the subjeOt. . There is 
large series (Pew II.) of specimens of local interest. These 
have been picked up on the surface of the ground or procured 
from workmen or given to me by friend, They rarely 'have 
any association, which would enable me - to assign an age to 
them, and therefore they are merely grouped.according to their 
form in order to facilitate comparison. . . -. 

Among them there are two flint flakes from a. tribulum 
near Smyrna where it was recently seen in.use for breaking. u 
the ears of corn and separating the. grain. . 

Sir John Evans in his work on the Stone Implements of 
.Great Britain', that wonderful monument of knowledge ri4 
careful research, has'.discussed the origin of the innumerable 
flakes. used "semper, ubique et ab omnibus," and . desèribes 
(p...257) the tribulum as possibly accounting for Theirpreseijee 
in such large numbers in certain localities. 

The flakes from the Sinyrna tribulum are highly polished 
on several faces—by use as I was told..1 have placed with 
them a small collection of flakes from our own district, but 
none of 'ours are polished.' -  If the chipping of the end df a- flake 
producing the 'form known as a scraper 'flake was soeim 
produced by use, 'we ought to" 'be able to detect sornereiatiôn 
'between the 'character of the chipping and the mode óf ,  iser 
tion and use of the flakes.----"' •' ' ' 

The wide-spread' use of such' an implement to-day strengthens 
1 The Ancient Stone Implements, Weapons and Ornaments of Great Britain, 

by John Evans, Lond. Lougmans, Ltd 1872 1  p.' 2. 
4-2 
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the probability of its having been common in this country at' 
one time.. My friend, 'I.vor" H. N. Evans, 'BA., writes to 
hie' that the Dusuns of N. British BOrneO.. .use a sort of 
bamboo hurdle with projecting spikes of hard wood on the 
under surface This irnlement is used for harrowing, after the 
wet rice fields have been ploughed up into a slush witha very 
primitive type of plough The hurdle is drawn by a buffalo 
and O man stands on it exactly as shown in your sketch. I 
imagine, that, with the excellent substitutes of hard palm wood 
and 'bamboo abounding, stone flakes were' but little used." 

From the analogy of the various saw-like instruments made 
by modern' uncivilized races by setting sharks'-teeth or other 
sharp cutting 'material along the edge of wooden blades we 
may . copjecture that there were in' ancient times many 
instruments with flint teeth similarly inseted along the edge. 

This might also explain the occurrence 'of numbers of frag-
nients of flint of' approximately the same small size in certain 
localities all over the world. These ar'e' commonly called 
"Pygmy Elints'" cPe'w .11.): Some of them are chipped 'along 
he edge, but whether by design or wear it is difficult to con-

j ecture.  
'There are also two specimens placed' side -by side in the 

dame box as they were produced out of his pocke1 by a game-
keeper, who informed 'm'e 'that he had picked them up on the 
hill above Brandon; the one is a small tanged and Iarbed flint 
arrow head, the othei an almost identical socketed iron arrow 
head. . . . . 

Palaeolithic—River Drift. 

Palaeolithic implements have been classified according to 
their form, and attempts are being made to establish stages 
based upon these forms and their supposed order of appearance 
in time.; but. in ,many cases these seem to have a topographical 
rather than a chronological significance. 

The form uual!y regard-6d as the oldest of this. stage is 
named Strepian from the' Belgian locality Strépy, but that 

1 Gatty, Rev. ,Reginald. 
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called Chellean from Chelles in the-Valley of the Seine about 
seven miles above Paris and supposed to be of somewhat later 
age than that of Strpy, is niore important 'for our present 
purpose, because it is said to occur in the lower beds of 
St Acheul, near. Amiens, respecting 'which we have the careful 
work of Professor CommOnt' to refer to.. 

Attention has only 'redently been called to the two varieties 
of the pointed implements (coup de poing or hand-axe) which 
have always been obtained, in abundance from the gravel pits 
near 'Amiens. '. 

• The one hiôh is named Chellean is more roughly dressed 
than the other pointed implement which is said to be found 
only in the newer part of the deposit and 'named. Acheulian 
after the well-known locality St Acheul. 

In the Chellean type the large flakes taken off it produce a 
coarsely wavy edge, and the broad end is much thicker though 
'still flattish, while it often happens that much of the cortex or 
original exterior of the flint is left. Yet it tapers to a fairly 
fine point with concave or reentrant edges, a, form which 
requires some care in the making. •,. . •,•• 

The Acheulian pointed implement is: flatter at the broad 
end and is much more closely flaked so that the edge is more 
even and is generally straight or bulging. 

It is stated that. when remains of animals are found associated 
with these types of implement in the gravel, the older forms, 
Elep has amtiquus and Rhinoceros merckii, occur with the 
Chellean, and the newer forms, Elephas prirnigenius and 
Rhinoceros tichorhinus,. ', with the Acheulian.... ••. • 
• ' But many of these inferences depend largely upn ex post 
facto eviderce, and it is not easy to prQnoune upon such 
variable objects as these, pointed implements which graduate 
into one.another through every shade, of difference, nor to say 
..of each simple whether it should be referred by its' form to the 
rougher dr to the more finished, group. '... .. 

- Sortie think that the Chellean was not a more ancient form 
.hut only, a less well-finished tool chipped out sufficiently to 
serve some rougher jDurpose; but, whether the vie=ws sketched 
out above be coiifirme1 or not, the name Chellan may be useful 
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to ditinguish a particular form, which, as may be seen in the 
series exhibited (Pew I., Table Case e, f, g, h), occurs on almost 
every Pálaeolithic. site. • 
. The still older Mesvin, Maffle, and Reutel Stages of Dr 
A. Rutot belong to the Eolithic.  

• In East Anglia we have not had many opportunities of 
'studying the sequence Of deposits in which various forms of 
dressed flint might, from the analogy of the ob'servafions 
recently made in - France, Belgium and elsewhere on the conti 
nent, be expected to occur in chronological order. Most of 
'our specimens have been obtained from gravel diggers who do 
not notice whether the stone was thrown out from the bottom 
or fell in from higher beds. Many of them are found on the 
surface or are ploughed up. We have, however, procured a 
sufficient number to show that certain forms are more peva-
lent than others in certain localities, 'and may arrange them 
according to the classification of such careful observers as 
'Professor Commont, who says, speaking regretfully' of what 
might hve been learned had any competent observer watched 
the early excavations, in the Somme Valley, "Ce sera.it encore 
un "document susceptible de mettre an point' cette' question si 
controversée du niveau stratigraphique des différentes inthxs 
tries.. Mais pour cela it nous fallait recueillir l'ensemble des 
'silex mis a jour,et non quelques pièces isolées et choisies'." 

There is no such thing in East Anglia as a river gravel in 
'which the stones 'have been rolled into pebbles, but there are 
'plenty ,  of examples Of subangular gravels heaped up by the sea.' 
Over large areas where the sea has had time to reduce all 
irregularities the --beach deposit is made up entirely of pebbles, 
'but where a pebble occurs in our river gravels it must have 
been introduced into it as 'a pebble.' . . 

On' examining the subangular gravels of the terraces .o' 
'plateaux the first thing to be noticed is that the whole mass 
presents a reddish yellow, mottled appearance 'owing to the 
different colour of the fragments of which it is. made up, except 
where bands coinciding with water. levels' have got uniformly 
stained by irOn oxides. On closer examination the flints; are 

S 	 " L'Anthropologie, T. xix. 1908, p. 529. . '. 
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seen •t:o differ in size, mode of fracture, and condition of surfaàe 
and do not resemble the flints derived directly from thechak, 
u:4 as are seen. ,   in any talus from the. Cha1k-with-flirt or 

such as the jnweathered flints which are found' in the Boulder 
Clay. • The flints in the . gravel are like those seen all over 
the surface wher 'they-are subjected to fracture and alteration 
by - blows, or- by' hygrometric, thermometric, and. chemical 
cha'ge  

''The gravels with all their differences of composition and 
-sratigrap'hicai arrangement are' in - this. -respect similar. down 
to the bottom; and in fact what we seeds 'that all the yellow 
subangular 'gravels are '  arrested 'surface soils. They are the 
'winhowings of the superficial deposits which have been shifted 
along 'from time' to time in spate 'and' flood, but have never 
been r011ed 'in river or sea for a si,ifficient time to wear out 
the characters they acquired when exposed on the surface. It 
was ,  when' they were on the surface that the lenticular flakes 
were torn out; it was when they were exposed tht they. 'had 
the hackly fracture given them. These characters could not 
be produced in the deep gravel.. ' 

In this kind of gravel flint implements are found, and the 
im1ements resemble the 'other flints in 'all the characters 
indicating weather action on the surface of the ground. Here 
'we 'get the answer to a difficult question; namely, why should 
'a'll thOse' primeval folk drop implements of every variety.. ,  into -

-ariv'er bed The answer is,—they did not. The implement wre 
only swept down with all the other surface debris, 'during storms 
Of- rain. ,  'Some were oftener and 'further moved and' - got 
more of their angles worn down. Some were only just .humried 
•along' and' buiied once for all.  

In this connection it is interesting to. note -that : when 'a 
flint'.has been long lying on the surface 'of the ground the upper 
exposed' side is weathered' 'white, but the lower'fa'ce 'which, lies 
on the soil retains the dark colour of the unweathered fljiit. 
We have specimen's from Egypt in the collection presented by 
W. Seto n-:Karr. (Pew' II.) which 'illustrate -thisL They,,-got 
broken : in' two' and one half 'fell one way up' and the otiOr 
ha'l, the, other way 'up. Now that the topieces have' ben 
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joined tögethèr half of the surface on each side is dark and 
half. 1ight.  

The ith'portancë 'of this observation for Our present enquiry 
is That *hen We find a flint Of which one side is . , whitened and 
the other retains the Original dark colour we know'' that it 
is surface flint, even though we find it now buried in gravel." 

'The surface from which they all came represented an un-
known but vast lapse of time, and the whole period of which we 
are spaking was one of vici'ssithdes Of climate and weather 
and more ol' less extensive nd important movements of up 
herai and depression. 

Therefore, while we welcome all tentative classifications 
foi'hded on the form -of flint implements and receive with an 
open: mind all suggested reference to human agency of forms 
which we had alWays considered natural, we must'bëarin mind 
how very complex the problem is and how many unknown 
quantities we aredealing with, and, where proof is impossible, 
carefully criticise and balance probabilities. 

I' have arranged a series to illustrate 'the distribution of the 
various forms of Palaeolithic implements. 'Pew L Table Case 

The'top row is all from St,Acheul. 
The first two in the row, following them from left to right, 

are flattened pear-shaped. These represent the Chel1en. 
The third in the row is the fiat, pointed implement in which 

the edges instead of being concave or reentrant are straight or 
bulging, and the, broad end is not so thick as in'.the Chellèan. 
This is the type known as Acheulian. ' 

The fourth is the oval form of similar thickness at both ends 
and' unifornly dressed all round the edge (lirnande). 

The fifth is slightly curved to .the small end which is thin 
and 'pointed. This type is generally smaller than the third 
above meôtioned which in other respects it most resembles. 

The sixth is the humped-back type which seems to. connect 
this series with some Neolithic forms,. 

 The seventh' is a large flake generally dressed on one side 
Ofll.. This very obvious su ggestion of a useful instrument offered 
by  a simple natural fracture is 'ii 'one 'way'or another, and in 
14rger or ,smaller specimens, common throughout every stage..' 
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. : The secondrow1s from MildenhalL From this iôca1it and 
the adjoining district I have obtained a very large number 
too large . to. 'attempt to display—but which can be' seen on 
application by.-, y: any who are' interested in th stibject. As I 
procured these from gravel diggeFs and 'found only a few 
myself, I have n& evidence 'except that offered by the condition 
Cf ,  the specimen as' to their exact provenance. It will b6 seen 
that the selec:tion arranged in, "order from left to right, below 
that from St Acheul, is' almost identical with it. 

The third.. rotö. is from the South coast of England and 
exhibits the same varieties of form. Parallel to these are 
wave worn speCimenS of which I' found several myself below 
the Barton" Cliffs.  

The fourth row is from India, Where though, the material 
is different the forms are the same, and the fifth row is from 
Africa.  

If you look along ,the rows from left to right you will be 
struck b the variety of distinct forms from each locality and 
then if you run your eye down, along each column from the 
top to the bottom you' will see that these varieties occur on 
every well-known site. 

This inclines one to be sceptical as-to chroiiological sequences 
based, upon such differences unless the varieties have' been 
found each at one horizon only, in clear sedtidns by competent 
observers and in a sufficient number of localities to justify 
-inference. 

At the end of thi§ series are a number of specimens illus-
trative of various points 'referred . to. Among the, most inter-
esting are a thick pear-shaped implement from Egypt and 
from St. Aclwul, and one almost exactly like them which, was 
said to. have been, found with two others in Dent, i.e. one Cf the 
western dales of YorkhirC.  

Imay here recordthatI once found at the bottom of a peat 
bog  on Widdie. Fell, a large 'unworn piece of fiibt apparently 
- fresh from'. the chalk. It. was not in the peat but on the 

'clayey soil - in a channel be the masses of peat. This 
.1 left in the museum of the Geological Survey in Jermyn 
Street.  
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Note . the specinn from M1den hall. ofwhich one 'side is 
lark th othr light, .sho•wiiig that it ha bèi long exposed 
On the surface, and 'beside- - it i a.:biken Egyptian specimen of 
which one half is dark and the. :6ther half which iaytheóthei 
way uphag  been _'-bleached: .  also the small selection of.Th.nts 
which had falen on to:the beach. froth the Solent :grai'ei 

. capping the Barton Cliff, and had got io roiledin a few hundred 
. yards that on some : of them the traces of dreing are - 
recognisable, 	: 	: 	 •: 	

: • 	• 	• 	
; . 

• There are also sOme specimens with a \vit in thedge. It 
"has be'en'suggested by som'hat this as 'intended to faciHtte 
the grip 'f the instrument du'ing 

I

use, -while "others have 
offered the impossible explanation that it was to' give  rotary 
rrOtion to:t'he  spear t'o..which it was attached.  

	

V V seems to '  me '  that' the 	is' that  when you are 
dressing an implement it is easier to strike the proximal than 
'the distal V':part of:ith edge, so that unless'. cafe 'be 'tkn  to 
correct  this tendency the right near edge gets more' chipped. 

Eoliths 

This is .asubjeet:  which it is 'exceedingly' difflàult to treat 
satisfa torily  except by'Vproduciig  the speCimens relied:upon :a 
evidence' .ad pointing out the characters supposed to indicate 
'hiniian or 'natural. agency:";.  

The examples of reproductions and the actual specimens 
-frOm which they wer,e'drawn, which I have mention'ed'-above 
(see  'Pew I., Wall Case), will I think convince anyone of the 
importance of this' caution,..:  

Peisonal experience and 'the impressions 'de'rive'd from it 
' unt Vfor,  a"great deal., because therearC.. local :,'d.jffCrencCs' in the 
original conditions of formation which' ha"ve roduCed varieties 
of 'form and texture in different localities. A n ' 'observer' who 

'h-as' gaiMd h1s experience among the great. entinCoii layers f 
' tuVberous ' ffint V in 'Kent, and,  gravels whiCh cover: th surface 

f the ground there; would be Surprised ,  whè'.n he -got among the 
all -flints of Balsham  which 'ai'e like "drawn: oir and t rleted 

bits of dough; while anyone who had worked among theVblack 
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flints of Brandon, which ancient and modern flint krippers. 
havesought as most 'suitable for their puipose, wouid.hardiy 
realise that he was dealing with. the snie material when he 
struck the light coloured mottledflint of more norhèrn area 
and got among the paramoudras of theNdr.folk coast. .' . 

Such differences tend to, produce different forms among the 
flints exposed tO the action ofnatural forces on the surface of 
the ground, or washed from the surface to form deposits of gravel 

"Palaeolithic" includes all the earlier Stone Ages about 
which we have at present any certain knowledge. But there, 
has long been an eager scrutiny among deposits of more remote 
age's in the hope of 'discovering some trace of still earlier man 
or man's precursor. The material most likely to survive the 
waste of ages is the almo st insoluble flint; and accordingly 
flints that could be easily held in th hand and showed''the 
scars of blows were collected, and, when a number had been 
obained in - .which groups having 'a certain similarity to one 
another ould be picked out, these were presented as evidence 
of intelligence* in selection and skill in adaptation and accepted 
as types of ethnological and chronological sigriflance.' 

These being regarded as the m6st ancient stone 'im'lernénts 
then known were called Palaeotatoliths. But the supei'lative, 
afterwards concealed in the abbreviated form Palaeotaliths, was 
felt to impose an undesirable limitation, and Eolith, only 'a little 
less precise in this respect, was, adopted and-, - now stands, like 
the newest of ihe five houses on the Cornish coast each called 
The Last House in England." ' 

'M Rutot distinguishes three subdivisions, which he 'names 
after 'the localities where he obtained: the specimens on whi&h 
he iaes,the classification,' namely. Mervin, Maffl, and Reiite'i, 
He' would 'probably prefer to have "them included in th 
'Palae6lithic "bracket.  

The' term Eolith is convenient enough to indicate briefly that 
We.ate talking about all .prepaleOlithiè or less clearly defined 
stones which have by anybody been atrib'uted to human 'w'ork 
manship.  

These Eoliths are on stratigraphical evidence referred to 
different ages extending over a vast ,iange of, time. Some are 
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from-the Plateau graver and Middle Glacial of Searles Wood, 
some. from! the. Suffolk Bone Bed. The age of the deposits iii 
which they re found ds not ho" ever the question with whih I 
propose to deal now., but only the character of the flints *hich 
under the.head of Eoliths tfe reférred.to the agency of man. 

One great difficulty meets us in this enquiry. md' that is 
That whereas an immense number of these Eoliths are figured 
you can seldom from 'a figure forrri a cori'ect idea of the form 
or cndition of surface of any' such object. 'In this connection 

'I would .cally6ur' attentiOn to the drawings of some examples 
from Ightham and the originals frOm which the drawings were 
made. There is one Palaeolith among them (see Pew I., E. WallS 

Case).'. ' 
If Eoliths are,:as 'I believe, only accidental forms naturally 

produced by the thany fotces that are always acting upon surface 
flints, they must be of every age and eery stage of formation, 
and no difiicfllt arises as to their Occurrence in any association. 
But, if they are definite types of human work belonging to an 
earlier and presumably less advanced civilization, then the 
newer. Palaeolithic 'form should not occur in deposits charac-
terised by numerous Eoliths. . 

It is generally held, that Palaeolithic forms never occur in 
an u-ndisturbed bed with Eoliths, though they are commonly 
found togethei on the surface or in superficial,. Or in disturbed 
deposits.. If they are found together in the same bed, we must 
accept One of two hipotheseC; either the Palaeolithic implement 
has got into the deposit with the Eoliths by some subseqient 
disturbance Of the depsit, a question which I have recently 
disc' ussed.1, or the. deposit must be of the age of the n'ewest 
object found in it. If we are told that a certain deposit is.of 
Roman date from the occurrence of coins 'of Vespasian, etc., in 
it and we afterwards 'find a coin of Elizabeth in 'the-:same Un 
disturbed layer, we. must assign the depoëit 'to, the' later'date, 
and so' the stratigraphical evidence for .the great antiquity of 
that lot of specimens . fails. . 

Referring now to the series which I collected on,the Plateau 
abOve 'S'aIisbur 'in cothpan with Mr Bláckmore, whose 

1 Proc. Roy.* Arch. 'Inst. Vol. xix. p. 205. 	' 	' 
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courtesy it helping-  me to' 'appreciate The evideice 'I take this 
opportunity of acknowledging, I must confess' that to my eyç 
these specimens are ordi'narysubangu1arflints broken by surface 
accidents of every kind but showing no uniformity. in ...the 
direction intensity or apparent object of the blows. I cannot 
imagine how flints could lie about on the ground with ani 'm'als 
trampling on them and crushing them against one another'; 
with hot sun and moisture and frost contracting, expanding, 
bursting 'them, . and in more recent times with 'agricultural 
implements striking against them and knocking them against 
one ,ano'ther, without exhibiting traces of the, treatmeiit they 
had received in fractures of every kind especially along the 
thinner parts and the edges likely from the form of 'the fri4i.  
ment to be. most exposed.'. Moreover they are too common.; 
they cover' the ground and occur all through' thick beds' of 
gravel. You can obtain them everywhere, not as youiiiight 
Palaeolithic or Neolithic implements, one here and one there, 
except where we .are obviously 'on a station, such 'as' Grimes 
Graves, where they 'we're made. These Eoliths you can get b57 
the cartload.  

You can see similar forms, where fresh flints have been' shot 
in heaps for 'road makiiig, or if you. follow the' steath ,roller or 
the cart wheel. You find them batt'ered on every shore, 
stained in every gravel pit arid weathered al over the' surface 
of the ground. You could pick up in' time, a series of aimdst 
any foim that fancy might . suggest I' long ago invited t,h,ë 
Philosophical Society of Oambidge to consider, the evidence 
upon which thes stones were referred to human agency'. 

Stone. instruments have always been and are still ':nsed by 
mm. They differ somewhat,.,  but nOt so, much as one might 
expect, according to the material available. Obsidian and 
chert have many of the good 'qualities of flint. Quartzite "an'd 
basic, igneous rocks are tough and..tenacious and have been 
used for many of the rougher" classes of implement, but flint is 
the most commonly available in our part of the world, and 
practically what wé have first to seek is some method Of dis 
cimination between those pieces of flint which owe their 

Camb. Phil. Soc. March 9, 1896. 	. 
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chracter to nian's handiwork and those which. may have been 
produced by natuia1 agencies.. We ask : : 	• 	; : 	• • 

there evidence of deign in the treatment of the 
specimen--.?!  

Are there no natural operations producing similar 
results?  

Flints Naturally Flaked 'and Uhipped on the Norfolk Coast. 

It. is not only the outline of the 'tones which is relied upon 
as eyidence of man's wrk. It 'is pointed, out that some are 
Chipped in. such a way as' to suggest, or prove that these fiihts 
have been dressed with the intention .oLproducing an instru-
ment designed for a definite object, and those who question 
't.hi inference are challenged to show similar results due, to the 
operations of nature.  

I think we can hardly take a more fair example in order to 
iring this question to the' test of observation than we get 'from 
an examination of the action of the waves upon the same type 
of flint upon the corresponding shore at, thel piesen't day.' 

.1 need not dwell long upon the action of the waves in lift 
ing. stones and hurling them ''against' the cliffs' and shore. 
Every pebble 'tells of this for if you examine a flint pebble 
closely you will find .that it is covered with . small bruises, 
iñdiatéd. by concentric, rings, and shdwing that it is not only 
.-.by.-the push an'd. drag of the waves rubbing 'them d'own. that' 
they become pebbles, but also 'by blows hard enough to initiate 
'the bulb of percussion:.which 'I have described above.':. 

In storms these pebbles are lifted high into' the coil of the 
wave 56. as to beôften landed' on a promenade o.ledge of rock, 
or .they. are dashed. .against other stones. on the shore; All the 

:stones on a shingly..shore.show traces of. this battering.'. No 
matter whether nature' or man wields the hammer, the 'results 
are the same.  

'But we:.are asked what is there o the shore to hold a 
'piece ...of flint 'in the 'same, position as that in whih .a man 
would hold it so that it.  may get. chipped along one edge while 
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the.:.rest Of the flint isuntouched, and then. 	shift it 
seas to expose another edge to. the waves. 	...... : . 1 . ...... . .. : 
. .. This can be perfectly: well seen.. along the c,ost,.. say from 

Sheiiiigharn to Trimingham in NorfOlk. .  
., . First of all there. is the shore deposit .lof. mixed gravel 

among which angular flints are seen tightly wedged, andthese 
are found tobe .chipped along the exposed. edge. 
. . Then there..is the Cronier Till, a.rernarkable tough. tenacious 
sandy clay in which. there are m any angular flints; and these 
are. not infrequently found with an edge exposed, which. gets 
chipped accordhig to. the direction of the principal. ware 
action. 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	:. 	.. 	.. 	.... ' 	.....' 

Besides that there .are.. beds.". of sand' and gravel cemented 
hard by: irOn oxides' and full :of angular flints. . Th ese : in'. like 
ñianner are held as .in a vice and presented at various. 'angles 
to the impinging pebbles. I exhibit specimens of all :f  these 
(Peiv'IL B, d), some with the imbedded and chipped flint ii 
-place. . ' .. . ' .. ............... ...... 

	

In our enquiries" 	earlier traces of man's':handiwoik 
.thiee questions naturally. .present themselves :... 

What is the age of the beds in which the',-traces ,  are 
found? 	 - 

'Is the chipping'certainly' contemporary with' the 
formation of the beds in which t'he' flints are found? 

Is it undoubtedly the work of man? 
1 When such good geologists and experienced observers as 

'Sir Joseph Prestwich and Sir Ray 'Larikester, to se1e-th two 
protagonists agree in the contention that's' ,ch remains have 
been found in the Plateaux gravels and the Suffolk Bone Bed 
respectively formations to which they have each paid special 
attention, one 'must have 'very strong proofs to the' -contrary to 
justify'...sce.pticisin, and I must say that having had considerable 
opportunities for foirmng an opinion on this point I agree 
with.themastotheage of 'the 'beds, onlypiemising that some 
of those beds have':u.ndergone di'sturbance's subsequent o their 
deposition, which must.affect, the answer to the second qtles-
tion.  
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This' 'question ' ;J' have discussed elewhere', and I 
came to the conclusion 'that the' occurrnce of ,Palaeolithic 
implements in the Plateau' :gravel was due to the. infol'ding .  of 
the surface soil and 'of portions of 'the underlying: deosits 
owing to. the solution Of the '  chalk and chalky drift . below 
them.  

The question'plainly stated is this. Certain flints occur 
in deposit of èallier date than' any in which oh evidenc6 other 
than these flints' *e have proofs--of man's 'existence. . These 
'flints' are 'either suggestive of selection or have a number of 
pieces . knocked off so as - to prOduce what is regarded •, a a 
serviceable instrument; and the question is, were these. stiuck 
off by. mail or by some natural process . 	. 

It : is to this. that I. 'have chiefly tried to lead up in this 
'cOmmunication, referring, to collections in the Sedgwick 
Museum' which illustrate tlie: points referred to. 

Mr Reid 'Moir has long been trying* ryiiig to test this question by 
observation and experiment, and has arrived at the 'conclusion 
that nature' does' not produce the forms in question. I must 
however say that I have failed to arrive at the same conclusion, 
but.find that identical forms are produced under shore condi-
tions which must have been similar to those under which the 
Suffolk. Bone Bed was laid - down, and I have by imitating 
natural proëesses, produced. similar forms. ' 

Guide to the Collection 6f Flints, etc. 

Although the exact position of'specimeis in a museum like 
ours cannot be adhered to for ever, but must necessarily be 
modified as additions come in and asnew furniture is acquired, 
still it will,I believe assist those who wish to study the subject 

/if I explain the arrangement which I have, found it possible to 
carry, nut so far.  
- In Pew IL,.West Wall'Case are the specimens showing the 
formation of flint, above these the specimens illustrating the 
fracture of flint and its mode of, weathering.. 

l Proc. Roy. Arch. Inst. Arch. Journ. Vol. LXIX. No. 214; 2nd 'Ser. Vol. xix. 
No. 2, pp. 205-214. 	 ' 
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At the far north end of this wall case are natural forms 
similar in outline to some referred to human agency and also a 
series showing natural chipping similar to that on artificially 
produced. implements. 

On the middle of the lowest shelf are the natural forms 
simulating figures of men and the lower animals. 

The Eoliths are arranged alongside the human bones in 
Pew I., East Wall Case. The overflow -will be found in the 
drawers below. 

Among these we must look for examples of flint which, 
though  naturally produced so far as outline is con-
cerned, are so chipped along the edge as to suggest that they 
may have been used by man ("utilisés"). Here also we must seek 
examples of what is. meant by implements which show evidence 
of chipping at a later time than the first dressing ("retouchés"). 

The Paloliths come next the Eoliths, and are continued 
in the drawers at the bottom of the West Wall Case in Pew I. 
Those from the Mildenhall district are placed first because I 
have been able to make such a large collection from that part 
of the country. ThOse. from the valley of the Somme come 
next as being from the first place of note for PalaeolithiC 
implements, and also because everyone engaged in their study 
must first refer to the admirable work of Professor Commont 
in that district. 

-In. Pew I. in the east side of the Table Case a selection of 
Palaeoliths is arranged to show the recurrence of similar forms 
in most of the typical sites. A succession of well-recognised 
forms is arranged from left to right, and each row represents a 
different locality; so that running the eye down from top to 
bottom we see in each column the best example from each 
locality of each type our small collection could furnish. I must 
here repeat the caution. I have already given that. these are 
not obtained in situ in a section but procured from work -
men, and therefore that I have been guided by form alone in 
the arrangement of this particular series. 

On the other side of the case the series is started again by 
a row from the Mildenhall district and carried down through 
rows from other localities. 

C. A S. Comm. VOL. XVIII. 	 5 
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Where there is a little spaàe to spare I have placed..some 
small series bearing upon the question, as for instance the 
fortñs intermediate between Palaeolithic and Neolithic from the 
Fenland; and on the other side of the ease the stUmpy pear-
shaped implements from Africa, St Acheul, and Yorkshire. 

In Pew II., Table Case west side, the flints from the 
Palaeolithic caves may be studied. They are placed in rows 
from right, to left, each row' representing a cave; while similar 
varieties of form are arranged in columns, so that- the recur
rence of similar forms in different caves can be seen at a glance 
(see p.  50). 

On the other or east side of the Table Case selections of 
local specimens are grouped according to form, with, where 
Possible, a geographical arrangement also. 

As only two out of the sixteen table cases necessary to 
complete the furniture in the mahogany gallery have yet been 
supplied, it is impossible to do justice to the collections; but 
this sketch will help students and others to consult the series 
now described. The sculptured bones and casts from the caves 
are in small glazed oak boxes at the dnd of the Table Case 
in Pew II. Recent and Nedlithic implements and specimens 
of doubtful age are arranged in the drawers in the Wall 
Case, east side of Pew II. 


